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Bell's Telephone. 

At a recent lecture by Professor Bell on the speaking tel
ephone, Sir William Thomson introduced the lecturer to the 
audience by the following remarks: 

" That evening there was to be brought before them one of 
the most interesting of the scientific inventions that had been 
made in this century, or that had ever been made in the his
tory of science-(applause)-the conversion of the quality of 
speech into motions of electricity, and the reproduction of 
the effect in audible sound. (Renewed applause.) They 
might have heard of telephones before that which was now 
to be brought under their notice. There were telephones be
fore that of Mr. Graham Bell, but those telephones differed 
from Mr. Bell's in the same sense as a series of claps of the 
hand differed from the human voice. The previous tele
phones were in fact electric clappers. (L aughter.) They 
were instruments in which, by electric action, a succession 
of shocks, produced by stopping and starting the electric 
currents suddenly , were produced. Mr. Graham Bell con
ceived the idea-the wholly original and novel idea-of giv
ing continuity to the shocks, and of producing currents which 
would be in simple proportion to the motion of the air pro
duced by the voice, and of reproducing that effect at the re
mote end of the telegraphic wire-reproducing that effect at 
distances of a few miles, or of scores of miles, with a motion 
as nearly similar to the motion of the air caused by the voices 
as that not only was the articulation of the voice heard dis
tinctly, but the different qualities of different voices are 
heard-(applause)-so that through the telephone, at a dis
tance of 50 miles, onc could not only tell what the words 
were that were being spoken, but ·they could tell who the 
person was that was speaking of all the 900,000,000 people 
living on the earth ... 

.. ,., .. 
Iridescent Glass. 

A process for making glass iridescent has been patented 
by M. Clemandot. Beautiful effects are produced. The 
main feature of the process is the application of acids to 
the glass, under a pressure of from two to five or more at
mospheres, Water containing fifteen per cent of hvdrochlo
ric acid is used to bring out rainbow tints like �other-of
pearl; and artificial gems of various sorts are have thus 
been manufactured. The glass is prepared by these process-

Idtntifit 1\tuttitau. 
MERY'S WEIGHING SCOOP. 

The annexed illustration represents a novel combination 
scoop and weighing device. The scoop has its movable stem, 
B, Fig. 2, sliding in the handle, C, and outside the spring 
case, H. The rollers, D, serve to keep the stem in position, 
so that the stem may work free; also to prevent friction while 
weighing. A similar set are fixed to the lower end of the 
stem, so as to work between the outer and inner case. A 
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es is quite as iridescent as is that which antiquaries S()much spring stop, E, is so arranged on the handle as to be directly 
value, the pressure and the acids hastening a result that the under the thumb when the handle is grasped, and a slight 
ordinary agencies of the atmosphere would take centuries 

I 
pressure of the thumb on it when the scoop is thrust in any 

to produce. material, prevents the stem from being pressed back. A spi-
. .. ' .• , .. . . ral balance spring plays within the case, H, and is made fast 

THE steamer CIty of Berlm, whICh became dIsabled on to the inside lower end of the handle. A nut and thimble at 
her last voyage from New Y �rk .to Liverpool, was lately put the lower end adjust the tension of the spring. A graduated 
on the dry dock. An exammatlOn shows that the screw scale is fixed on the handle. When the material to be weighed 
shaft was not brok�n as was supposed, but that the key of is raised up in the scoop, the stop is released, and the balance 
the propeller had gIven way and the screw became loose on being free to act, the weight of the material will show on 
the shaft. the scale. This arrangement of the scoop and scale gives 
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two useful articles in one, and is very serviceable where It 
large amount of material has to be divided by weight into 
small quantities. The arrangement of the thumb stop pro
tects the spiral balance from dam:1ge, and facilitates the 
scooping up of any hard, unyielding material. It is an arti� 
cle which will meet with much favor in the household. Pat
ented October 16, 1877. For further- info;mation, address 
the inventor, Michael L. Mery, Ohico, Cal. 

.. I .. .. 
New Inventions. 

In a Car Ooupling patented by Warren Montfort, of Emi
nence, Ky., the drawhead has a top recess tapering rearward 
and downward. The top shoulder has a lateral recess form
ing a shoulder. A hook-shaped drop pin, tapering downward, 
fits into the recess of the drawhead. The entering link pushes 
the hook back, raises it into an inclined position, and finally 
passes far enough back so that the hook, by its own weight, 
drops into the link. It is simple and effective, 

Washington Wilson, of New York city. has patented a 
Standing Collar which has sectional bands, starting from the 
center of the collar and continuing, with a graduated curve, 
to and beyond the ends. It produces a saving of material 
and hugs the neck band in superior manner. 

A Nut Lock invented by Madison Calhoun, of Ocate, New 
Mexico Territory, consists in the combination of a plate, hav
ing its ends bent down and an oblong hole in its center, and 
another plate with a screw hole formed through its center, 
and. provided with points susceptible of being bent down with 
the nut and the flattened end of the bolt. It is convenient 
in use and effective in operation. 

A Washing Machine has been patented by J. C. Smith, of 
Ashton, Ill. By moving crossbars back and forth, two rub
bers move over each other, rubbing and pressing the clothes 
between them, and making them clean in a very short time . 
The action is similar to hand rubbing, the rubbers always 
moving in opposite directions. 

An Adjustable Ladder patented by George Crawford, has 
a curved arm and pivoted bar for catching in trees and hold
ing the ladder firm. Notched p lank rest on transverse rods, 
secured by a simple device. It is of much value to painters 
and carpenters. 

A Cooking Stove invented by G. A. McFadden, of Jordan 
Station, Ky., has a damper at the forward end of the oven, 
with a flue extending along the top, down its rear side, and 
connecting with a flue at its lower rear corner, and also a flue 
extending down the forward side, along its bottom, and con
necting with a flue at its lower rear corner. Heat may thus 
be sent in equal quantities above and below the oven. 

A Book Support patented by Almon Clarke, of Sheboygan, 
Wis., had a double supporting arm, which is adjustable as to 
height and angle of inclination on a screw post of the chair 
by a toothed clamp and guide device, the book rest being ad
justed by a second toothed clamp device at the upper end of 
the supporting arm. It is a cheap and convenient article. 



Jtitutifit !tutritau. 
One-Legged Railway. perior to them. The ruins of the region are those of stone Compositions. 

An Oil City Derrick correspondent describes the elevated structures, but the remains are not so perfect as to show to I give one fourth day each week to composition exercise. 
one-wheeled, or, as it is more generally known" one-legged what extent wood and adobe were used. The only known The pupils are provided with paper and pencil, several sub
railroad," now being constructed by General Stone in the traces of the people besides their dwellings are flint and stone jects are placed upon the blackboard, and every pupil re
Bradford oil region. It is attracting a good deal of atten- implements, tied bundles of sticks, fragments of matting, quired to write all he can on one subject. The subjects are 
tion, and there l� much speculation as to tbe probable suc- pottery, and pictures cut into the walls. A number of burial selected so that all pupils are able to write. The follewing 
cess or failure of the enterprise. A portion of the line be- places were noted, but of the graves examined few yielded were used last week: Maple sugar-making, ghosts, telling 
tween Bradford and Tarport is completed, and one car of further evidences of occupation than small quantities of stories, faces, domestic animals, rats, peanuts, observations 
peculiar construction has arrived and been placed on tbe charcoal and bits of painted pottery. As regards the build- in a railroad car. During this exercise the strictest order is 
track. The construction of the road is simple, rapid and ings, the parallelogram and the circles are the predominant observed. Pupils that experience difficulty write their 
easy. On the hard ground logs six feet long and from a forms. A greater part of the ordinary structures are square subjects, and then are aided by the teacher, who is constant
foot and a half to two feet in diameter are placed at right or rectangular; while attached to each group, and sometimes ly amollg them. He does not write, however, but suggests 
angles to the line, and trom twelve to fifteen feet apart, the without indications of contiguous buildings, are the circular I what may be said on the several subjects, and aids them to 
distance varying. In these logs vertical sawed posts, four- ruins frequently resembling towers. The models, which are I form the first sentence. The writing continues just one 
teen by fifteen and a half inches, are dovetailed and wedged. colored, give a good idea of tbe structures.-London Build- hour, when compositions are folded, superscribed, numbered, 
These verticals vary in height, and by their length the ing News. and handed to the teacher. Tbe pupils then receive com-
grade of the road is regulated. On the top of these verti· .. • I. � positions of the previous week, and are required to correct 
cals the horizontal pieces to which the rails are spiked are CURIOUS BLOOD DISKS. the errors noted on the outside. Fifteen minutes are given, 
laid, with their ends squarelY against one another. Tbese BY JOHN MICHELS. then the remaining fifteen minutes is given to the correction 
sleepers are ten inches wide by fifteen and a halt in thick- In the summer of 1877, on a visit to the London establish· of mistakes which the pupils failed to rectify. This is done 
aess. By a proper arrangement ot vertical and horizontal ment of Mess::'s. R. & J. Beck, I purchased a slide that was by placing the words and sentences on the board, and call
pieces of timber the timbers on which the rails are laid are offered to me, as a recent addition to their cabinet of micro- ing upon different members of the school for correction. 
kept firmly in position, and two wooden rails, three feet and scopical objects for sale. It was represented as a specimen 

I 
The facility with which young pupils write after a few 

a half below the top ot the iron rail and twenty-two inches of the largest blood corpuscles known, �nd was labelled as months' practice is surprising; and while it proves a profit
apart, are spiked to the vertical posts. Across streams and follows: Blood.-?ongo Snake.-AmphlUma Meaus.-R. & 

I 
able exercise, it is no less agreeable to the scholars.-N. E. 

the swampy ground piles are driven. On this one rail a J. Beck, 31 Cornhlll, E.C. Journal of Education. 
saddle-shaped car is mounted and supported by two wheels, As it is a most interesting specimen, I offer in Fig. 1 a -----_ .. H-4-4.>-"1 ..... _-----
double flanges. The gondola car now mounted on the por· sketch I have made by the camera lucida, as a part of it ap- Dyeing Felt Hats. 
tion of the road completed is twenty-two feet long, nine feet pears magnified by my t inch objective andB eye piece, en- The following is a recipe for producing a good black, and 
wide, and weighs over seven thousand pounds. The car is larged 310 diameters. giving brightness to the felt. The quantities named are for 
a double decker, there being room for freight in the body dyeing 100 hats at one operation. Into a copper containing 
of the car, and on each side of the saddle. Twenty-two 55 gallons of boiling water put 9 Ibs. of liquid extract of log-
inches below a plane tangent to the upper wheels, at the wood at 300, 4j Ibs. of crushed brown cashoo, 4t Ibs. sandal 
lowest point of their cucumference, four smaller wheels wood in powder, and 2t soda crystals. Enclose the whole 
are placed in a horlzontal position, and in the same plane, in a linen bag or wicker basket, so that they do not settle at 
their circumferences being twenty-two inches apart. These the bottom of the copper. When the ingredients are dis-
run against the wooden guide rails, and keep the car in po- solved, put the hats in, and allow them to boil gently for two 
sition. The wheels are attached to standards connected hours; then take them out, and let them get quite cold. 
with the iron framework of the car. Now add to the bath 3t ozs. of chromate of potash, and 9 

.. • I' � ozs. of sulphate of copper; cool the bath by the addition of 
Dental Carles. 

several pailfuls of water, then again put in the hats, and al-
The general prevalence of dental caries is chiefly owing. low them to simmer for an hour. Again take them out, let 

·to food remaining on and between the teeth after meals- them get cold, and after adding to the bath2tlbs. of sulphate 
from breakfast time till the following morning-when, ac- of iron, put the hats in, and let them gently boil for an hour. 
cording to custom. the teeth are brushed; brushed, but Should the hats have a rather reddish appearance, add to the 
probably not cleaned, as the brush is more often used to bath another 2i Ibs. of soda crystals. After these operationR 
polish the surface merely than to assist in removmg what the hats must be piled up, and covered with a thick cloth for 
has accumulated between them. Experiments have been a day; then subject them to a vigorous washing, and 
referred to that prove the solvent action of weak acids on eliminate the copper; using muriatic acid rather than sul-
the teeth; and I think it will be conceded without proof • phuric acid, as the latter draws out the dye. When the cop-
that, were portions of our ordinary food, mixed and moist- per is thus eliminated, pass the hats into cold water, in order 
ened as in mastication, kept during the night at the high to free them from the acid. For the final operation, prepare 
temperature of the mouth, the compound would be sour. a bath of Panama wood, just simmering, and in this place 
It follows that dental caries must continue to prevail as now, the hats for half-an hour. This bath sets the color, and gives 
while it is the custom to allow the food to remain in con- brightness to the felt. Upon taking them out, if they are 
tact with the teeth all night. soft hats, the water must be drained out of them by 

The following observations show the dependence of ca- pressure. 
ries on food remaining in contact with the teeth. When Ooservations.-By this procedure a very clear and very 
the teeth are wide apart food is not retained, and they gen· bright black is obtained. In order to produce a violet-black 
erally remain free from caries. The lower front teeth are the cashoo must be substituted by the same weight of archil; 
seldom attacked by caries when, as is generally the case, a blue-black is obtained by leaving out the cashoo and sandal 
the spaces between are closed to the entrance of food by Had the preparation been offered by a less reputable house 

I 
wood, and replacing them by 4i Ibs. of archil; for the burn-

tartar. The backs of all the teeth, upper and lower, being I should have considered the description on the label an error, iShing the sulphate of iron must be suppressed, an� replaced 
kept free from food by the tongue,are seldom affected by ca- as I am not acquainted with a Congo snake, with the above· immediately by 1 lb. 2 ozs. of sulphate of copper; If a green. 
ries. Lodgment of tood takes place between the bicuspids, name, and the only" Amphiuma " I know of is a genus of ish·black tint or kind of dark bronze is desired, the sandal 
between the molars, in the depressions on the masticating batrachian reptile met with in the lakes and stagnant waters wood must be substituted by4i Ibs. of liquid extract of Cuba 
surface of these teeth, and on the buccal walls of these of North America. yellow wood at 30°.-.French Hatter. 
molars, and these are the chief seats of caries. While mas- As an animal similar in form to a water newt could not .. 4 • I .. 
trlcation is performed by the molars and bicuspids, the up- be mistaken for a snake, a difficulty is presented, the explana· Astronomical Notes. 
per front teeth remain free from food and from caries; but, ; tion of which it is not in my power to offer. The red corpus- BY BEBLIN H. WRIGHT. when they themselves are made to do the work of lost or cles of this specimen are immense in size, and can be dis· PENN YAN, N. Y., Saturday, January 12, 1878. diseased molars, and the food gets between them, caries is tinguished by the unassisted vision, and in their oval form The following calculations are adapted to the latitude of certaiu to follow before long. Further proof cannot be re- are characteristic of those met with in reptiles. New York city, and are expressed in true or dock time, quired that, if no food remained in contact with the teeth At letter A will be noticed the white corpuscles, which are being for the date given in the caption when not otherwise after eating, they would be free from caries, unless acted on smaller in size and circular in form, and thus readily dis- stated. by acidity from other sources. The only indications, there- tinguished from the red corpuscles, marked B. 'l'be small PLANETS. 
fore, for the prevention of dental caries are the neutraliza- circles are to represent human blood disks similarly enlarged; . H.M. . • H.M. . f 'd l' d t h t th d th 1 f f d b · f 1 ' Mercury rIses............ 6 59 mo. 

I 
JupIt er rIses ........... ... 709 mo. tlOn 0 aCl app lC 0 t e ee an e remova 0 00 e- these are introduced for companson 0 size on y. Veuu� sets . . : . . ... .... 826 eve. S aturnse�s .... .. . . . ... . .. 9 19 eve. fore it has become acid. The food should be removed after L th d 1 I find they a'e yet Marsm merIdIan . . ..... ... 541 eve. Urauus rJ8es ........ ...... 750 eve. arge as ese re corp use es appear, J 

Mars sets ............ . ..... 010 mo. Neptuu e iu meridian ... .. 643 eve. every meal, and all who have not the opportunity of doing smaller in size than those met with in another reptile called 
FIRST MAGNITUDE STARS. so should not fail to remove it every night at bedtime by " menobranchus lateralis," one of the salamander family H.M. H.M. rinsing, as the brush cannot be trusted to remove the food found in Lake Ontario. This amphibious animal is remark- Siriusrises ... .... . . ... .... 6 10 eve. , Altair sets.... ... .... 645 eve. 

from between the teeth.-Briti8h Medical Journal. . Pr ocyon rises ......... ... . 545 eve. Fo malhaut sets.... . ... 721 eve. able from being furnished with both lungs and gills, whlCh Regulus rIses . ....... . .. . .  748 eve. Algol in.mer idi.a� .. _ _  ... 731 eve. .. • 1' � 
Ancient American Cl11l" and Cave D-wellings. 

There have been just added to the South Kensington Mu· 
seum, London, six models (the gift of the United States Gov
ernment), illustrating the cliff houses, cave dwellings, and 
lowland settlements met with through the district where the 
States of Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico join. 
They are reduced to different scales, the cave dwellings be
ing of smaller scale than the lowland dwellings, since with 
the former the surroundings are given, while with the latter 
they are not. The district, which may be called that of the 
San Juan basin, was surveyed in 1875, and last year some 
attention was paid to the ruins of ancient dwellings that had' 
been previously noticed. 'Phe area examined was 6,000 
square miles. The general aspect of the country is that of a 
semi-desert. Yet there is a bountiful evidence that at one 
time it supported a numerous population; there is scarcely a 
square mile in the whole 6,000 examined that would not 
furnish evidence of occupation by a race totally distinct from 
the nomadic savages who hold it now, and in every way su-

. 't t l' 'th 1 d . t 'th 1 Spica rises..... . . . .. . . . . .  29 mo. Cap ella m merI�lRu .. : : .. 938 eve . permlts 1 0 Ive Cl er on an or In wa er Wl equa com-
Arcturus rises .... ........ 11 27 eve. 7stars(cJustcrlm merldlau 811 eve. 

fort to itself. Au tares rises ... _ .  ... . .. 431 mo. Bet elg euse iu meridian .... 1019 eve. 

-h Ald ebarau iu meridian ... 8 59 eve . Rigel in meridian .. . .. . ... 9 39 eve. Fig. 2 is a copy of a drawing of the blood disks of t e Vega sets ... .... ..... .... 757 eve. 
"menobranchus laterali.s," enlarged 300 diameters. REMARKS. 

A comparison between the illustrations, Figs. 1 and 2, at 
h f Mercury rise� 24 m. before the sun, and 2! 0 nort 0 the once shows that, although the red corpuscles of the" am- . 1 sunrise point. He is now retrograding. Venus IS near y in phiuma" are magnified 10 diameters in excess of those of 

16 M . l' the sun's path. She is brightest .Tanuary . ars IS a lt· "menobranchus," still the former is the smaller of the two 
d' . 

tie north of the ecliptic, and * of his illuminated ISC IS visi-specimens, thus the "menobranchus latera lis " must still 
d ble. Jupiter commences to be morning star January 5, an carry off the palm of having the largest blood disks yet dis-

will so pontinue until April 25. He rises 14 h. before the covered. 
... 4 • I .. sun, and nearly at the same point. Saturn is 3° south of the 

A Nn� Theory oC the Nature 01" Water. ecliptic. He is near the moon .Tanuary 8,5 h. 40 m. evening, 
M. Maiche in Les Mondes propounds the theory reached being 40 19' south. Uranus is still quite near Regulus, being 

after numerous experiments that water is simply hydrogen nearly 10 northeast of the star. The wonderful variable star 
plus electricity, or oxygen minu8 electricity; or, in other Algol will decline from the 2d to the 4th magnitude between 
words, that normal electrified hydrogen constitutes water, January 13, Oh. 33 m. morning, and 3 h. 57 m. morning; 
and that normal dis electrified oxygen produces the same; also between January 16,9 h. 22 m .  evening, and 12 h. 46 m
or that hydrogen, oxygen, and water are precisely the same, evening, increasing to the 2d magnitude at 4 h. 10 m. morn. 
differing only in degree of electrification. ing of the 17th. 
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